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Abstract 
 

Instead of general welding which is joining two pieces of material together, weld overlay 

applies a corrosive resistant or hard facing layer onto the parent metal. In oil and gas 

industries, water wall tubes and fittings are generally attacked by molten chloride salts as 

well as gaseous chloride constituents primarily HCL. Moreover, the ingress of chloride ions, 

when the steel is subjected to a low pH, or a pore solution containing chlorides, the 

passivity of the metal is lost. Thus, this study is purposely to repair corroded low carbon steel 

(LCS) base metal that is exposed to HCL environment. The microstructure of the overlay 

weld and cross-sectional images of the joint between corroded LCS and the base metal 

were examined using SEM/EDX. Then, the overlay welding process was conducted on the 

corroded samples using SMAW process with 3.2 mm diameter filler electrode E-7018. 

Resulting from the metallographic and SEM/EDX analysis, the joint between weld overlay 

and corroded LCS were fused well without any sign of oxides presence or other impurities. 

Overlay welding also remove the sign of chloride ions that caused the LCS base metal to 

corrode. Thus, the repairing technique using overlay welding was found successful in 

repairing corroded LCS base metal. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

 

Weld overlay is a welding process where one or 

more metals with specific characteristics are applied to a 

base metal to improve desirable properties or to restore 

the original dimension of the component. Weld overlay 

also can be referred as cladding, hard facing, weld 

cladding or weld overlay cladding [1,2]. Instead of 

general welding which is joining two pieces of material 

together, weld overlay applies a corrosive resistant or 

hard facing layer onto the parent metal. In other words, it 

can be said that weld overlay provides a surface 

protection which then allows the substrate material to 

provide strength requirements and allows the equipment 

to operate in a cost effective manner [3]. 

 

Weld overlay is commonly used to repair 

components such as pipes, valves and vessel mostly in oil 

and gas industries. Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) 

are commonly used to perform overlay welding in 

industries but for some cases other types of welding 

process can be used such as Gas Metal Arc Welding 

(GMAW). In oil and gas industries, water wall tubes and 

fittings are generally attacked by molten chloride salts 

and superheat tubes appear to be attacked by  a 

combination of molten chloride or sulfate salts as well as 

gaseous chloride constituents primarily HCL.  

 

Meanwhile, hydrochloric acid is a solution of 

hydrogen chloride (HCL) in water, that is highly corrosive, 

strong mineral acid with many industrial uses. Due to the 

potentially strong reactions between chloride ions and 

the base metal, the concentration and temperature of 

HCL acid needs to be known to determine if the metal 

will survive and have an acceptable corrosion rate [4]. In 

industry, different acids are employed depending on the 

underground reservoir characteristics. The treatment 

normally involves the injection of acid at 15% 

concentration (sometimes from 5% up to 28%). The 

majority of acidizing treatments utilize HCL because of its 

advantage over other mineral acids in the acidizing 
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operation because it forms metal chlorides, which are 

very soluble in the aqueous phase [5]. 

 

In other cases, the ingress of chloride ions in 

cement matrix structure, when the steel is subjected to a 

low pH, or a pore solution containing chlorides, the 

passivity is lost [6]. Anodic reactions of carbon steel are 

dissolving iron through many possible reactions, thus the 

possible compound of iron oxides will form. In this case, 

iron oxides are chemical compounds which composed of 

iron and oxygen [7]. Thus, the production of oxides on 

steel which mainly exposed to chloride environment will 

absolutely affected the performance of the parts or 

structure involved.  

 

The cost of corrosion to the total economy must 

be measured in hundreds of millions of dollars each year. 

Because carbon steels represent the largest single class of 

alloys in use, both in terms of tonnage and total cost, it is 

easy to understand that the corrosion of carbon steels is a 

problem of enormous practical importance [9]. This is the 

reason for the existence of entire industries devoted to 

providing protective systems for irons and steel. As a 

result, corrosion will affect the structures and degrades its 

effectiveness and also its performance. In this case, 

replacing the whole structures may be costly and caused 

down time or shutdown for the replacement process. 

As a method of repairing technique, corrosion 

resistant weld overlay are often used to improve the 

service life of a component. A major concern in an arc 

welding based overlay is dilution or the extent of change 

in the chemistry of the deposited metal by the mixing of 

base metal. In most cases of overlaying, it is necessary to 

select the suitable filler electrode to be used and to 

control the dilution within close limits as an uneven 

chemistry can reduce the service life. Instead of that, 

there are a number of variables which can affect the 

dilution such as the welding current, the arc voltage, 

current polarity, electrode diameter, weld-bead 

separation welding speed and etc. Accordingly, this 

study is purposely to repair corroded low carbon steel 

(LCS) base metal that is exposed to HCL environment. The 

microstructure of the overlay weld and cross-sectional 

images of the joint between corroded LCS and the base 

metal were elucidated using SEM/EDX.  

 

2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Material  preparation 

 

Due to high application in industry, welding 

samples were prepared using low carbon steel (LCS) 

plates. This type of metal contains less than 0.3% carbon. 

It is alloyed with magnesium and very small amount of 

sulphur to improve the hardenability and make the 

carbon steel malleable and strong at high temperature. 

The composition analysis was carried out using 

Spectrometer Arc SpectroMax testing machine for both 

base metal and filler electrode. The composition of LCS 

has been shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Element compositions in wt% of low carbon steel 

 

C Si  S Cu  Mn  P  Fe 

0.29 0.28 0.05 0.20 1.03 0.04 98.0 

 

The LCS plates were cut according to the size of 

100mm x 60mm x 12mm as shown in Fig. 1. Twelve (12) 

samples were prepared and to obtain metal plate with 

corrosion region on top of the plate, metal plate must 

undergo grinding process to create a puddle area. The 

size of the puddle is 60mm x 40mm in dimension and 

about 2mm depth as shown (Fig. 1).  

 

Solution used to corrode the LCS base metal is 

Hydrochloric acid (HCL) with 6 mol concentration. High 

concentrated acid needed to fastens the corrosion rate 

of the base metal. Acid solution is poured in the created 

base metal puddle and was left for 5 days. The corroded 

sample is shown in Fig. 1. Corrosion failure in the LCS base 

metal puddle was observed to make sure it's enough for 

reclamation process. Then, the sample was cleaned and 

brushed to remove the surface oxide before conducting 

overlay welding process. 

 

B. Welding parameters and visual inspection 

 

The preferred welding process is Shielded Metal 

Arc Welding (SMAW) technique due to its simple and 

versatile usage. SMAW process often used in overlay 

welding in heavy industry application. Position used in this 

welding process is 1G position. In order to minimize weld 

distortion, before welding operation, the samples were 

located in the fixture jig. The defects expected from this 

process are slag inclusion, undercut and distortion. Table 

2 shows the welding parameters used in overlay welding 

technique. 

 

100 mm

60 mm

70 mm

40 mm

 
 

Fig. 1 Corroded region of unwelded sample 

 

 

Table 2 Welding parameters used to performed overlay 

welding technique on sample 
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Welding Parameter Description 

Diameter filler rod 3.2 mm 

Amperage 90-140 A 

Voltage 80-110 V 

Electrode type E-7018 

Polarity DCEP 

 

 

Table 3 shows the element composition of filler 

electrode E-7018. This type of filler electrode usually used 

in all position low hydrogen iron powder electrode. It is 

normally used for welding variety of carbon and low alloy 

steels that require impact toughness at low temperatures. 

The selection of the welding filler electrode was based 

principally upon matching the mechanical properties 

and physical characteristics of the LCS base metal. After 

corrosion process, the samples were repaired and 

welded using overlay technique. Fig. 2 shows an overlay 

welded joint performed on LCS base metal. Sample was 

welded with 11 weld passes to cover the corroded region 

using 3.2mm diameter electrode.  

 

Table 3 Element compositions in wt% of filler metal 

electrode E-7018 

 

 

C Si  S Mn  P  Ni Cr Mo  V  Fe 

0.15 0.75 0.035 1.60 0.035 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.08  96.5 

 

C. Morphology and composition analysis 

 

Samples were then characterized using a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) LEO 1450 model 

equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) to obtain 

cross sectional images of the joint between base metal 

and overlay fusion part. Fig. 3 shows the specific region 

for metallographic and composition analysis. 

 

overlay welding 

technique using 

3.2 mm filler rod

 
 

Fig. 2 Overlay welding technique performed on corroded 

base metal using 3.2 mm diameter welding electrode 

 

 

 

Carbon 
steel base 
metal

Region that 
metallographic 
structure was 
studied  (fusion 
zone)

Overlay welding layer

 
 

Fig. 3 Diagram of specific region for metallographic 

analysis 

 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

D. Metallographic and composition analysis of corroded 

samples 

 

Exposing a base metal part of LCS to HCL acid 

environments results in growth of an oxide scale. Fig. 4 

shows a micrograph of SEM image and EDX spectrums of 

corroded LCS base metal. Fig. 4(a) shows a selected of 

SEM micrograph at higher magnification, presents an 

accumulation of black corrosion residue at point 1, after 

exposing to HCL environment. 

 

Black oxide crystals have been identified by EDX 

spectrum in Fig. 4 (b) shows that the spectrum peak 1 in 

SEM image (Fig. 4(a)) contained strong two peaks, which 

were assigned to Fe and O. As expected, the peaks 

around 0.8 and 6.3 keV are related to the binding 

energies of Fe.  The peak of O shows the existence of 

oxide compounds on the surface of the sample and the 

possible related oxide compound which is Fe-rich oxides. 

 

Meanwhile, the bright and smooth areas at point 

2 and 3 in Fig. 4(b) and (c) also show the presence of 

strong Fe and O peaks. In Fig. 4(d), at point 4, the 

presence of strong peaks of Fe, O, and Cl. It is confirmed 

that the sign of Cl peak shows the possible influence of 

chloride ions on the sample. The potential of iron in 

chloride solution is due to the dissolution of the LCS 

surface by the aggressive chloride ions attack.  

1

2
34

80 m

(a)
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Spectrum 1

Spectrum 2

Spectrum 4

Spectrum 3

(b)

(e)

(c)

(d)

 
 

Fig. 4 (a) SEM image of oxidized base metal LCS before 

performing overlay welding technique, and the EDX 

spectrum of respective points showing in (b), (c), (d), and 

(e) 

E. Metallographic and composition analysis of repaired 

overlay welded  samples 

 

The repaired overlay welded sample LCS has a well-

defined microstructure. Sample LCS which is overlay 

welded using 3.2 mm diameter filler electrode consists of 

ferrite grains as shown in Fig. 5. The solubility of C during 

welding process produced elongated carbides and it is 

assumed that the carbides might affect the corrosion 

properties of the LCS. The pearlite formed by eutectoid 

decomposition of austenite upon cooling by diffusion of 

C atoms, leaving a lamellar structure.  

 

F. Metallographic and composition analysis of repaired 

overlay welded  samples 

 

The repaired overlay welded sample LCS has a well-

defined microstructure. Sample LCS which is overlay 

welded using 3.2 mm diameter filler electrode consists of 

ferrite grains (Fig. 5) shows the solubility of C during 

welding process produced elongated carbides and it is 

assumed that the carbides might affect the corrosion 

properties of the LCS. The pearlite formed by eutectoid 

decomposition of austenite upon cooling by diffusion of 

C atoms, leaving a lamellar structure.  

 

50 m

ferrite

pearlite

 
 

Fig. 5 Metallographic images of repaired overlay welded 

region in LCS using 3.2 mm dia. filler electrode 

 

Fig. 6 shows the spots where SEM/EDX analysis 

was scanned on sample. There were three different 

spectrum spots where the analyses were conducted on 

fusion zone of the welded base metal after repairing 

using overlay welding technique. Both samples indicated 

that the strongest peak shows the existence of Fe and 

Mn. Both of the peaks seem to be overlapped with each 

other and as expected the binding energies of both Fe 

and Mn are approximately 6.0 to 6.3 keV. All the three 

spectrums show the same trend of spectrum peaks.  

 

As indicated in Figs. 6, there is no sign of Cl peak 

on sample after repairing process. It is confirmed that 

there is no influence of chloride ions on both samples. This 

indicates that the corrosion defects diminished after 

repairing process. Thus, the repairing technique using 

overlay welding was found successful in repairing 

corroded LCS base metal. 
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(a)

(d)

epoxy

overlay 
welded LCS

(b)

(c)

 
 

 

Fig. 6 SEM cross sectional image of repaired overlay 

welded LCS using 3.2 mm dia., and the EDX spectrum of 

respective points showing in (b), (c), and (d) 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

 
From the study, it can be concluded that 

resulting from the metallographic and SEM/EDX analysis, 

the joint between weld overlay and corroded LCS were 

fused well without any sign of oxides presence or other 

impurities. Overlay welding also remove the sign of 

chloride ions that cause the LCS base metal to corrode. It 

can be said that the repairing technique using overlay 

welding was found successful in repairing corroded LCS 

base metal. 
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 Abstract 
 

The particular subject of aluminum alloy AA6061 welded joint was prepared by 

using Al-5Mg (ER5356) filler metal. The addition of Mg from the ER5356 filler metal 

in welded joint helps to increase the overall tensile strength of the weld and it 

had been proven that the weld deposit using filler metal that contain Mg offers 

better corrosion resistance especially when it is exposed to the salt water 

environment. Yet, it is restricted that the application of welded Al alloys is their 

poor resistance against high temperature oxidation. In this work, the sample is 

subjected to high temperature oxidation in flowing air gas.  The oxidation 

experiment was performed at temperature of 500oC. The sample was analyzed 

using X-ray computed tomography (CT) scan to ensure the soundness of the 

welded joints. From this investigation, the oxide scale of the fusion zone was 

studied by optical and scanning electron microscopy with EDAX facilities. At 

500oC the fusion zone contained bulky magnesium spinel scales, indicating that 

the boundary for protective scale formation shifts to lower aluminum 

concentration as the oxidation temperature increases. A decreasing of weld 

quality was observed due to the scale formation of oxide alloy that will be 

discussed in terms of morphology and oxide growth analysis. 

 

Keywords – Al alloy; welded joint; oxide; filler metal; temperature 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

 

Research work on the AA6061 Al alloy (Al-

Mg-Si) has been in progress for decades. The 

aluminum – magnesium – silicon based alloys 

represent suitable candidates in metal joining since 

they are characterized by excellent corrosion 

resistance, formability and weldability [1-3]. Each 

type of filler metal with the same characteristics 

can produce unique behavior in the finished weld 

and it is important to understand the numerous 

variables in a specific application [4,5].  

 

The addition of Mg from the ER5356 filler 

metal in welded joint helps to increase the overall 

tensile strength of the weld and it had been proven 

that the weld deposit using filler metal that contain 

Mg offers better corrosion resistance especially 

when it is exposed to the salt water environment [6-

8]. Yet, one of the most important reasons that 

have restricted the widespread application of 

welded Al alloys is their poor resistance against high 

temperature oxidation such as comprises 

manufacturing stages involving Mg addition in 

welded Al alloys that exposed to high temperatures 

and detrimental contact with an oxidizing medium 
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such as heat treatment, welding and casting which 

involved rapid solidification process [9-15].  

 

For these reasons, studies on the effects and 

behavior of the oxidized welded Al alloy were 

limited especially when it involved the post-

exposure characteristics of the oxide products that 

had developed. In this paper, the effect of alloying 

element from filler metal in the welded zone was 

explored in order to understand the complex 

nature of the oxide scales produced after exposed 

to high temperature.  

 

2.0 MATERIALS AND METHOD 

2.1 Sample preparation 

 

A welded 6061 Al alloy using commercially 

available filler metals ER5356 (Al-5Mg) was initially 

prepared using gas metal arc welding (GMAW) 

technique operating at 25 V and 185 A. The 

spectrographic analysis of the base and filler metal 

was shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the welding 

parameters used to join Al 6061 alloy plate. 

 

 
Table 1. Chemical composition in wt% of base metal 6061 Al 

alloy and filler metal ER5356. 

 

 Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti Al 

AA6061 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.15 1.2 0.35 0.25 0.15 96.10 

ER 5356 0.27 0.40 0.10 0.10 5.00 - - - 94.13 

 

 
Table 2. Welding parameters used to weld 6061 Al alloy. 

 

Welding Parameter Description 

Diameter filler wire ER5356 1.00 mm 

Polarity 
Direct current reverse 

polarity (DCRP) 

Amperage 185 A 

Voltage 25 V 

Travelling speed 400 mm/min 

Heat input 0.75±0.08 kJ/mm 

Shielding Gas Argon 

 

 

The sample was analyzed using X-ray 

computed tomography (CT) scan to ensure the 

soundness of the welded joints. The work was 

performed using X-ray CT-scan which is a method 

of non-destructive technique that involves the use 

of penetrating radiation to examine parts and 

products for imperfections. X-ray CT-Scan 

technique was carried out for the purpose of 

visualizing interior features within welded joint which 

consist of base and fusion zone, and for obtaining 

digital information of properties in their 3-D 

geometries. 

  

Then, the samples with dimension of 60mm 

(length) x 10mm (width) x 5mm (thick) were cut 

from the welded plate comprising of base and 

parent metal regions. Then, the samples were 

mechanically ground using silicon carbide (SiC) 

papers and followed by polishing with 3 and 1 

diamond paste. These samples were utilized for 

oxidation test at 500oC in air atmosphere for 40 

hours duration followed by slow cooling at rate of 

1.5oC min-1. After oxidation, the samples were left to 

cool for 6 hours in the furnace to room temperature. 

Analysis of the cross-sectional and surface 

morphology of the oxidized samples was 

conducted with optical and scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM LEO 1450 model). Chemical 

analysis of the oxidation products was obtained 

with an energy dispersive X-ray analyzer (EDAX) to 

identify oxide products. 

 

 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

From visual inspection as shown in Fig. 1, it 

shows that the surface of the unoxidized samples 

were smooth with light gray colour.  The image of 

discontinuity in welded plate appears as dark round 

with irregular spots which were unevenly distributed 

in fusion zone. A group of pores or also known as 

clustered porosity with linked coarse and medium 

pores was found mostly at the edges of fusion zone 

of the welded plate (Fig. 1(b)).  

 

This type of discontinuity which is defined as 

porosity were produced due to entrapment of gas 

during previous welding procedure and also 

resultant from gas attempting to escape while the 

metal is still in a liquid state [5-9]. Shielding gases or 

gases released are absorbed into the molten metal 

and released as solidification takes place. Besides 

contamination, moisture is one of the sources of 

hydrogen introduction which is one of the primary 

causes of porosity in welded aluminum.  
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Fig.1  Welded Al alloy using ER5356 filler metal (a) welded plate, 

(b) micrograph image of X-ray CT scan, and (c) welded sample 

before exposed to high temperature oxidation (unoxidised). 

 

 

As the aluminium weld solidifies at rapid 

cooling rate, it will retain much less hydrogen during 

solidification. It is also noted that hydrogen is highly 

soluble in molten aluminium, therefore the potential 

for excessive amounts of porosity during arc 

welding is considerably high [8,9]. During the 

process, it is easy to introduce hydrogen 

unintentionally through contaminants and moisture 

within the welding environment. Thus, it is adversely 

affects the weld bead performance. 

 

Although internal porosity is not dangerous 

compared to external, but it will definitely decrease 

the weld strength and ductility of the structure. Thus, 

it could be one of the reasons that the porosity 

developed inside the weld area will act as high 

stress concentration point where subsequent failure 

such as microcrack will originate [9]. Thus, it will 

reduce the performance and quality of the welded 

structure. 

 

Fig. 2(a) and (c) shows the optical images of 

the welded 6061 Al alloy after oxidation at 500oC for 

40 hours. It was observed that the color of the 

welded samples especially in fusion zone changed 

from the metallic-like appearance to dark gray at 

500oC (Fig. 2(c)). It implies that the oxidation 

temperature has a strong effect on the 

appearance and the oxidation behavior. A dark 

grayish appearance on the surface of the welded 

zone suggests the formation of uniform oxides that 

can be attributed to carbon deposits, due to the 

reaction of magnesium with carbon dioxide in the 

air.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Optical and SEM cross-sectional images of welded AA6061 

Al alloy samples, (a-b) before and (c-d) after exposed to 

oxidation at 500oC for 40 hours. 

 

In general, increasing the temperature may 

result in higher oxidation rates especially in dry 

oxidation environment. The thicknesses of the oxide 

scales sometimes varied greatly, especially when 

exposed to higher temperature caused the welded 

alloy to oxidize non-protectively [16]. To correlate 

between heating temperature with the oxidation 

behavior of welded 6061 Al alloy at fusion zone the 

surface was examined by SEM. Fig. 2 (b) and (d) 

show the SEM cross-sectional images of the fusion 

zone before and after oxidation test. The oxide 

scale that formed on the welded surface after 

exposed at 500oC for 40 hours in Fig. 2 (d) shows 

that the degree of the degradation and thickness 

of the oxide scale were increased with porous 

surface when compared to the unoxidized surface 

in Fig. 2 (b). 

 

By extending the oxidation temperature up 

to 500oC, severe internal oxide attack was found 

within the substrate which indicates the internal 

degradation due to oxidation (Fig. 2(d)). This is 

because the porous oxide layer developed on the 

surface of the fusion zone could not inhibit oxygen 

from further penetrating into the oxide and reacting 

with element such as Mg due to the non-protective 

and loose structure. It is interesting to note that, 

when the oxidation temperature was increased to 

500oC, a thick and porous oxide surface contained 

microstructural defects such as pores and cracks. In 

fact, rapid diffusion of Mg ion outward generated 

more voids at the alloy-oxide interface resulting 

from Mg transportation. In addition, the selective 

oxidation of the substrate happened under the 

oxide scale exhibits preferential progress of 

oxidation and precipitation behavior, which is 

probably attributed to the formation of oxides. 
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EDAX mapping analysis was conducted on 

the sample to obtain the difference of the 

elemental distribution on the fusion zone surfaces 

and its substrate. A different behavior was seen at 

the surface of fusion zone showing that the oxide 

scale developed contained an enrichment of Al, 

Mg, Si and O as shown in Fig. 3(a). It shows that the 

oxide nodule that formed at the surface was 

consisting probably Al2O3 and MgO and a mixture 

of both. The mixture of Al and Mg-rich oxide 

formation after breakaway was the cause of the 

high oxidation rate. The inner substrate was found 

to compose with Al-rich oxide which is probably 

Al2O3 and since the peak of Mg is low, it is believed 

that less compound of MgO was formed.  

 

(a)

C
O
Al
Mg

Al-Mg-rich 
oxides

(b)

Al-rich oxide

 
 

Fig. 3 Fusion zone of welded 6061 Al alloy oxidized in air for 40 

hours at 500oC, (a) SEM images, and (b) EDAX spectrum of (a). 

 

 

After the formation of MgO, stress induced 

and finally cracks develop in the oxide layer. As a 

result, the oxide becomes porous and non-

protective. Therefore, MgO offers no resistance to 

oxidation. In other words, because of the porous 

nature of oxide, oxygen can easily access the 

surface through the cracks and prolonged 

oxidation would result in the formation of spinel 

oxides. This is the main reason why the welded 6061 

Al alloy often fails when subjected to high 

temperature process [17, 18]. Upon prolonged 

oxidation of an alloy to the environment, nucleation 

of oxide of all components is formed, 

approximately in the ratio of the components in the 

alloy surface. Thus, compound oxides such as 

magnesium spinel may also be produced. Following 

impingement of these oxide nuclei, the formation of 

magnesium-rich oxides are rapidly suppressed as 

diffusion of aluminum to the alloy surface facilitates 

development of aluminum oxides, thus produced 

magnesium spinel oxides to form [19 – 21]. 

Therefore, the observed scale morphology and 

distribution of the components of the present work 

is in agreement with these assumptions. 

 

4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 

The welded Al alloy studied in the present 

work showed poor oxidation resistance at 500oC. 

The Al2O3 phase was detected in the fusion zone 

substrate. Different mixture of oxides was found at 

the surface of fusion zone consisting of Al2O3, MgO 

or a mixture of both forming magnesium spinel 

oxide, and in the inner substrate, only Al2O3 was 

found. At 500oC the alloy formed bulky spinel outer 

scales, indicating that the boundary for protective 

scale formation shifts to lower aluminum 

concentration as the oxidation temperature 

increases. Disappearance of MgO phase from the 

scale was associated with the formation of 

magnesium spinel oxides. 
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

In a satellite development cycle, alignment measurement is crucial especially 

during assembly and integration of satellite part and component as well as a 

series of mechanical tests performed onto it. It plays a vital role in ensuring critical 

components of satellite such as antenna, solar panels and reaction wheels are 

correctly and precisely aligned as per design specifications. Besides, it serves as 

complimentary analyses for pre and post inspection and verification during 

mechanical tests. Combination of two measurement parameters, namely the 

orientation (angle) and the position (distance) will provide complete coordinate 

knowledge of satellite system. Selection of appropriate measurement technique 

and equipment on large scale measurement play significant factor in 

determining the whole measurement plan. Further analyses of measured data 

will be performed on metrology software, Spatial Analyzer. Details on technique 

used for satellite alignment measurement are elaborated. A measurement 

model and real measurement data emphasizing on effectiveness of the 

mentioned technique are presented. 

Keywords—alignment, orientation measurement, position measurement, 

assembly integration & test, inspection & verification, best fit transformation 

© 2016 ICET 2016. All rights reserved 

1.0  INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, metrology technology has advance 
steadily with the emergence of a series of reliable 
high-end metrology instrument particularly on distance 
and angle measurement. Availability of high-precision 
instruments has contribute to increase in productivity 
and efficiency in various fields such as automotive (1), 
aerospace (2,3,4), large-scale assembly (5,6,7) and 
manufacturing (8,9). Typically laser system instrument 
will be used in the distance measurement for its high-
accuracy and to shorten measurement time 
compared to conventional method (10). Laser trackers 
and theodolites have been used intensively in the 
aerospace industry to assist assembly & integration of 
large parts of airplane (4) or satellite components (2,3), 
inspection after mechanical and environment test for 

any defect or structural deformation (1,9) and 
verification of part assembly compare to its reference 
engineering model (CAD) (8). 

In the satellite development cycle, assembly of 
parts/components and integration of subsystems 
requires very tight tolerance in measurement 
accuracy for both distance and angle that shall be 
incorporate in the satellite coordinate system. This 
stringent requirement will ensure parts and subsystems 
functionality is achieved according to design 
specifications. 

Leica Geosystems and Faro are two reliable 
manufacturers of measurement products in the global 
market. Their products have been proven globally and 
widely used in various fields, including our facility, i.e. 
Malaysian Satellite Assembly, Integration & Test (AIT) 
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which is located at Malaysia Space Centre, Banting, 
Selangor. The AIT facility is equipped with 6 testing and 
measurement equipment with capability of performing 
mechanical & environmental tests for any test article 
below 1000kg.  

2.0  MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORK 

With presence of advance metrology instruments, 

alignment measurement of large part or assembly 

becomes easier. Typically at any satellite assembly, 

integration and test facility, combination use of laser 

trackers and theodolites is adopted to cater both 

position and orientation measurement of the test 

article (11,12). This combination is able to increase 

accuracy (13), efficiency (14), reduce cost and 

shorten measurement time (2) during assembly & 

integration of parts/subsystems and inspection & 

verification activity. Both instruments are laboratory 

friendly and comply with the laboratory environmental 

requirement (15).  

Automotive industry especially car production use a 

laser-based geometrical inspection technique (1,16) to 

speed up inspection activity while maintaining high 

accuracy in delivering a high quality product. 

Comparison of reference model (i.e. CAD model, pre-

measured data) with actual measurement data by 

using best fit transformation technique (17) ensure 

manufactured product met its specification.   

From satellite development perspective, alignment 

measurement is required during assembly & 

integration of parts & subsystems and inspection & 

verification before and after a series of mechanical & 

environmental test. Generally, principle of 

measurement can be categorized into 3 approaches, 

i.e. orientation (angular), position (distance) and 

hybrid (combination of both orientation & position 

measurement) (6,7) as per Fig. 1. Selection of a 

measurement approach depends on requirement 

which in turn will determine tools and analysis 

techniques. 

Orientation measurement approach provides best 

accuracy in terms of angle information, i.e. 0.5 arcsec 

(15). The advantages include capability in large 

working volume, high resolution measurement and 

immune to electromagnetic interferences (6). On 

multiple angles measurement, more than 2 theodolites 

are required to aim at each other mutually and 

collimate with the mirror cubes on the measured 

article. Such requirement results in uncertainty arise 

due to operator handling which contribute to low 

efficiency (6). 

Position measurement approach provides distance 

accuracy from 15µm to 0.5mm + 6-13µm/m (15) 

depends on type of laser tracker and its reflector 

targets. Fig. 2 show example of metrology products for 

orientation and position measurement. 

3.0 ASSEMBLY & INTEGRATION 

During development of a satellite, reference mirror 

cube will be installed on satellite bus mainframe as a 

reference datum for parts assembly and subsystems 

integration. Parts such as solar panels, reaction wheels 

and attitude determination sensors will be assemble, 

integrate and align to the reference mirror as shown in 

Fig. 4. Satellite navigation and maneuver is performed 

by attitude actuators (reaction wheels, momentum 

wheels, propulsion system, etc.) with knowledge of 

attitude sensors (star tracker, sun sensors, gyro, 

magnetometer, etc.). 

A remote sensing satellite will require certain degree of 

stabilization during mission operation (i.e. RazakSAT 

satellite - taking images). Therefore, it’s very important 

Figure 2 (a)Theodolite TM6100A (b)Laser tracker ATR960 

(c)T-scan, mirror cube, reflector & target kit 

Figure 1 Measurement framework 

Figure 3 RazakSAT component placement (19) 
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to ensure related parts, components and subsystems 

to be aligned precisely as per design specifications.  

Fig. 3 shows RazakSAT components placement 

configuration as well as external view of stowed 

configuration. 

With regards to the development of a geostationary 

communication satellite, assembly & integration 

activities is conducted on both phases; pre-

environment tests and post-environment tests (18) as 

per Fig. 4 and 5. In pre-environment tests phase, 

various parts and components of a particular 

subsystem are assembled & integrated to build a 

subsystem module (i.e. payload, ADCS, 

communication) prior to subsystems integration to 

satellite bus mainframe structure. This includes 

integration of antenna and solar panels before 

mechanical & environmental tests phase.  

For post-environment tests phase, satellite subsystems 

operability and functionality will be verified after a 

series of mechanical & environmental tests. This 

includes conducting final integration system test (FIST) 

and final alignment survey (18) before proceed to the 

launch site. Solar panel wings and antenna 

transponders deployment tests shall be conduct using 

special mechanical ground support equipment 

(MGSE) to simulate zero gravity environment (11,12).  

Prior to measurement, a Cartesian coordinate system 

shall be established according to reference mirror and 

assembly & integration of parts/subsystems shall be 

precisely aligned to it. Fig. 5 shows measurement 

model for orientation measurement (without scale bar) 

and hybrid measurement approaches. A reference 

theodolite shall installed into fixed location and 

collimate with other theodolites used in the 

measurement. Theodolites shall collimate itself with 

mirror cube and other theodolite to complete a 

triangle. Mirror measurements are presented with 

reference to theodolite’s azimuth (theta) and 

elevation (phi) information. This information will be 

used to calculate mirror collimation properties as per 

following formula: 

Ɵa = ƟcolA – Ɵmf1;     Ɵb = ƟcolB – Ɵmf2; 

Ɵa + Ɵb + Ɵmirror = 180° 

Figure 4 Illustration of satellite alignment activity 

Figure 6 Measuring model (hybrid measurement) 

Figure 5 Assembly, integration and test flow for a geostationary communication satellite (18) 
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Hybrid measurement will require a scale bar (or a laser 

tracker) measurement for distance information. These 

data can be recorded directly into Spatial Analyzer 

(19) or flash memory for analysis. 

4.0 INSPECTION & VERIFICATION 

Development cycle of a satellite consists of a series of 

mechanical & environmental tests as explain in Fig. 3.  

It will demonstrate satellite subsystems functionality 

under harsh environment including exposure to 

extreme temperature, vacuum environment, shock 

and acoustic vibration (13,18). Simulation of a real 

environment during launching and in orbit operation 

will be conducted to validate performance with 

respects to the operational specifications.  

Prior to mechanical & environmental tests, satellite 

model will be measured using laser trackers (position 

measurement) with pre-defined target points. Group 

of target points will be measured and recorded as a 

reference points. Position measurement approach is 

suitable to be used in this activity to speed up the 

measurement time since it involves a lot of target 

points measurement. 

The same pre-defined target points will be measured 

again after the tests. Comparison of reference and 

actual data will be performed by using metrology 

software, e.g. Spatial Analyzer. For inspection & 

verification activity, best fit transformation technique is 

most suitable to visualize deviation information on 

each axis (x,y,z) between reference and actual target 

points. Detail analysis of structural deformation 

information of a measured article can be obtained 

from error (deviation) magnitude. 

5.0 MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS 

Prior to measurements, connection between 

acquisition computer and equipment/instrument shall 

be established via cable or Bluetooth for faster data 

processing and analysis. In this measurement, Spatial 

Analyzer metrology software from New River 

Kinematics will be used (19). We have conducted 

position (distance) measurement by using a laser 

tracker with 7 target points (M1, M2… M7) before and 

after a mechanical test (vibration). Measured data is 

recorded into group points (before::Ref) and 

(after::Act) as shown in Table 1. Best fit transformation 

technique has been applied on measurement data to 

analyze deviation of structural properties on target 

points.  Analysis results are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 6. 

Table 2 Best fit transformation result 

Results X Y Z Mag. 

Count 7 7 7 7 

Max Error 4.312 0.1785 0.0102 4.3122 

RMS Error 1.7634 0.0968 0.0073 1.7661 

StdDev Error 1.9047 0.1046 0.0079 1.9076 

Table 2 shows that x-axis measurements contribute 

highest percentage of error with deviation about 

4.3mm. Cross analysis with Fig. 6 shows that point M3 is 

major contributor for measurement error. From the 

result, we could derive an assumption that point M3 

has weakest structural properties which resulting a 

structural deformation.  

Unified Spatial Metrology Network (USMN) is an 

advanced tool for combining common measurements 

for two or more instruments into a single instrument 

network (20). It can calculate uncertainty by weighted 

bundle concept and provide mean to real-world and 

unrealistic uncertainty on an individual basis. On large-

Figure 7 Best fit transformation error 

Table 1 Measurement data (position measurement) 

Target Point Ref X Ref Y Ref Z Act X Act Y Act Z dX dY dZ dMag 

M1 -6895.89 3188.192 -1447.88 -6896.76 3188.013 -1447.89 -0.8749 -0.1785 -0.0102 0.893 

M2 -3322.74 3031.84 -1444.92 -3323.6 3031.887 -1444.91 -0.8611 0.0473 0.0043 0.8624 

M3 -4225.98 934.4474 -1424.74 -4221.67 934.4029 -1424.73 4.312 -0.0444 0.0068 4.3122 

M4 -2544.19 221.591 -1417.88 -2544.9 221.6079 -1417.87 -0.7092 0.0169 0.0057 0.7094 

M5 -4011.06 -846.131 -1412.62 -4011.7 -846.171 -1412.61 -0.6463 -0.0408 0.0079 0.6476 

M6 -2392.57 -1981.64 -1402.03 -2393.15 -1981.61 -1402.04 -0.5892 0.0375 -0.0056 0.5904 

M7 -471.238 -1630.45 -1404.61 -471.869 -1630.29 -1404.62 -0.6313 0.1619 -0.0089 0.6518 
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scale measurement where multiple type of instruments 

involved, bundle adjust or best fit transformation 

technique itself could not provide full and 

comprehensive analysis offered by USMN. 

USMN composite point will be generated by 

considering all possible uncertainties (measurement, 

instruments, environment, etc.) that affect the 

measurement. Fig. 7 shows generated USMN 

composite point of point M1 which locate near to 

Tracker 3 and 4 points. From the figure, we can clearly 

identify Tracker 1 as major contributor to the highest 

uncertainty value compared to other trackers. Details 

of point M1 xyz-coordinate values are depicted in 

Table 3. 

Table 3 M1 coordinates 

Point::M1 x y z 

Tracker 1 -1904.017 -3934.257 887.356 

Tracker 2 -1904.029 -3934.169 887.41 

Tracker 3 -1904.033 -3934.201 887.388 

Tracker 4 -1904.003 -3934.206 887.369 

USMN -1904.015 -3934.196 887.388 

6.0  CONCLUSION 

Alignment measurement plays vital roles in satellite 

development especially during assembly & integration 

of parts and subsystems by using combination of 

orientation and position measurement. Measurement 

requirement shall be specified and the appropriate 

selection of approach, instruments and analysis 

technique will yield best result. Best fit transformation 

and USMN technique are used to provide detail 

analysis of measurement. 
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Abstract 
 

Ultrasonication is an external vibration induced during preparation of nanolubricant that 

helps the particles to overcome the van der Waals force bonding. Nanolubricant been 

prepared is intended to be used in automotive air conditioning system to improve its 

performance. In this paper, stability of SiO2/Polyalkylene glycol (PAG) nanolubricant for 0.7 % 

volume concentrations with different ultrasonication time were been investigated. Five 

samples of nanolubricant were been prepared by two-step process with sonication time of 

zero to two hours time with half an hour interval. The stability tests were done by visual 

sedimentation and UV-vis spectrometer. From the five samples tested, the best sonication 

time was found to be 2 hours with stability was above 75 % for more than two weeks.  

 

Keywords— Nanolubricant, Silica, Polyalkylene glycol,  Ultrasonication  
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 
Lubrication is become compulsory for mechanical 

equipment to avoid wear of sliding parts and 

enhance the equipment operation consistency. 

Mechanical systems with sliding contacts commonly 

fail due to surface wear at the sliding boundary [1]. 

Lubricants with diiferent properties were created in 

order to be utilised in many application such as 

transportation, heavy industries, energy generation 

and refrigeration system especially in compressor. 

Many researchers focusing their works in enhancing 

lubricant properties in order to increase the energy 

efficiency. Recent development in increasing 

efficiency of lubricant is by dispersing nanoparticle in 

lubricant base and most well known as 

nanolubricant.   

 

 In refrigeration system, researchers such as Bi 

et al. [2], Henderson et al [3] and Kumar and 

Elansezhian [4] have investigated the application of 

nanolubricant as a means for improving efficiencies 

of air-conditioning and refrigeration equipment. Bi et 

al. [2] demonstrated that TiO2 nanolubricant 

increased energy saving by 25 % in domestic 

refrigerator. While Henderson et al. [3] found that 

CuO/refrigerant/lubricant mixtures could improve the 

flow boiling heat transfer by as much as 76% and that 

the lubricant can perform as a needed dispersant. 

Kumar and Elansezhian [4] investigated vapor 

compression system by using Al2O3 nanolubricant 

and found that energy saving of 10.32 % was 

achieved. Bi et al. [5] summaries the advantages of 

using nanoparticles in refrigerant; first, nanoparticle 

as additives would increase the solubility between 

the refrigerant and the lubricant. Second, thermal 

conductivity and heat transfer characteristics of the 

refrigerant could be increased. Third, nanoparticles 

dispersion into lubricant might reduce the friction 

coefficient and wear rate. 

Setting up a stable nanolubricant is a must in 

having optimum thermal properties enhancement. 

The correct step in preparing nanofluid is vital in 

achieving stable suspension in fluid. The 

agglomeration of nanoparticles results in the 

settlement and clogging in capillary and reducing 
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thermal conductivity of nanolubricant. Till date, two 

available processes are commonly been used; one-

step process and two-step process. The one-step 

process is a concurrently produce and dissolve the 

particles in the base fluid. In this technique, the 

procedure of drying, storage, transportation, and 

dispersion of nanoparticles are skipped, resulting 

minimizing the agglomeration of nanoparticles, 

hence enhancing stability of fluids [6]. The one-step 

processes could give uniformly dispersed 

nanoparticles, and the particles could be stably 

suspended in the base fluid. Unfortunately this kind of 

process could not be mass produced.  The second 

process known as two step process. Two-step process 

is the most widely used method for preparing 

nanofluids. Nanoparticles prepared in this process 

starting with forming it as dry powders by chemical or 

physical methods. Next, the nanoparticles will be 

dispersed into a base fluid in the second step with 

the assist of rigorous magnetic force agitation, 

ultrasonic agitation and homogenizing. Two-step 

process is the most financially viable method to 

produce nanofluids in large scale, because 

nanoparticle synthesis techniques have already 

been to the high scale levels of manufacturing. Due 

to the high surface area and surface activity, 

nanoparticles have the tendency to aggregate [7]. 

Hence, a suitable method on stabilizing the solution is 

required by obtaining an optimum ultrasonic 

sonification time.  

 

Previously, the effect of sonication time on 

stability of SiO2 was being investigated by several 

researchers [8-11]. The sonication time may vary 

according to the types of base fluid. Fazeli et al. [8] 

dispersed SiO2 nanoparticles in distilled water, and 

then the suspension was sonicated by an ultrasonic 

bath for 90 min. They observed that silica nanofluids 

stayed stable for a period of 72 hours without any 

noticeable settlement. Pang et al. [9] mixed 

nanoparticles SiO2/pure methanol by using ultrasonic 

vibration with 750 W and 20 kHz for 2 hours to crack 

down the agglomeration. The measured zeta 

potential of SiO2 nanofluids was over 30 mV, which 

indicates the good stability of the nanofluid. The 

photo of visualization showed that methanol based 

nanofluids was well dispersed. Bolukbasi and Ciloglu 

[10] prepared SiO2 nanofluids by using magnetic 

stirrer then sonicated continuously for 2 hours by using 

an ultrasonic vibrator (600 W and 40 kHz). They found 

that no sedimentation was observed during the 

period of experiment. Darzi et al. [11] added distilled 

water to a specified amount of SiO2 nanoparticles 

and mixed together by magnetic stirrer for half an 

hour. After that, it was dispersed by ultrasonic vibrator 

for 2 hours to get the constant suspension. 

Nevertheless, through literature reviews and to the 

researchers’ knowledge, no specific research on 

ultrasonication time towards stability of SiO2/PAG 

nanolubricant was been done. 

 

Hence the aim of this study is to investigate 

SiO2/PAG nanolubricant stability on different 

ultrasonication times by using visual analysis and UV-

Vis Spectrometer absorbance analysis. 
 

2.0  METHODOLOGY 
 

In this section, the material been used were first been 

explained. Then preparation of nanolubricant 

samples will be elaborated. Finally, stability 

evaluation by using qualitative and quantitative 

method will be discussed in detailed.   

 

2.1 Material 

 

Silicon dioxide (SiO2) nanoparticles were used in the 

present study. Nanopowder of 30nm primary particle 

size, 99.5 % trace metal basis with white in colour was 

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Corporation. The detail 

property of SiO2 was shown in Table 1.  

 
Table 1 Properties of SiO2 

 

Property SiO2 

Molecular mass, g mol-1 60.08 

Average Particle diameter, nm 30 

Density, kg m-3 2220 

Thermal Conductivity, W m-1 k-1 1.4 

Specific heat, J kg-1 K-1 745 

 

 

The SiO2 nanoparticle average sizes are 30 nm was 

verified with FESEM analysis as depicted in figure 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 FESEM analysis for 30 nm average size of SiO2 

 

While for the base, Polyalkylene Glycol (PAG) 

lubricant is specially designed to be used in R134a 

refrigerant automotive air conditioning compressor. 

PAG have been used mainly in automotive air-

conditioning systems due to the compatibility 

characteristic with most of elastomers [12]. The 

properties of the PAG lubricant are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Properties of Polyalkylene Glycol (PAG) 
 

Property PAG 

Density, g/cm3@ 20 °C 

Flash Point, °C 

Kinematic viscosity, cSt @ 40°C 

Pour Point, °C 

0.9954 

174 

41.4-50.6 

-51 

 

2.2 Preparation of Nanolubricant 

In the present study, two step process were been 

used in preparing nanolubricants. Equation 1 was 

used to determined volume concentration of 

nanolubricant.  

  

100



LLpp

pp

mm

m






   (1) 

 Where,  is the volume concentration in percent, 

mp and mL are the masses of the nanoparticle and 

lubricant, respectively; and p and L are the density 

of the nanoparticle and density of the lubricant, 

respectively. Five samples of SiO2 nanoparticles were 

been mixed with PAG by using a magnetic stirrer for 

30 minutes at room temperature with the volume 

concentration of 0.7 %. Then four samples namely 

0.5S, 1.0S, 1.5S and 2.0S were been sonicated 

continuously for half, one, one-half and two hours 

respectively. One sample namely 0.0S was not been 

sonicated. In all samples, surfactant were not been 

used. 

 

Ultrasonication is an external vibration induced 

that helps the particles to overcome the van der 

Waals force bonding. Although the sonication 

process  cannot shatter nanoparticles individually, 

the bunch of nanoparticles rupture into smaller 

clusters ensuing in the smaller clusters with higher 

stability [13]. In this experiment, ultrasonic bath 

vibrator Fisherbrand (model: FB15051) generating 

ultrasonic pulses of 230V at 50 kHz as shown in Figure 

2 was been used. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 FB15051 Fisherbrand Ultrasonic bath vibrator  

 

2.3 Stability Evaluation 

The stability of the 0.7 % volume concentration 

SiO2/PAG was determined by two methods; 

qualitatively and quantitatively. The first method is by 

observing the relative stability of colloidal using 

sedimentation photograph captured. The rate of 

sedimentation was observed against sedimentation 

time. The observation was carried for a period of two 

weeks. The image of nanolubricant sedimentation 

apparentness will be compared. This is one of the key 

method in determining stability of nanofluid [14]. The 

qualitative observation data then been validated by 

using quantitative measurement. The second 

method was using UV-Vis Spectrophotometer analysis 

as shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3 FDU 8200 Drawell Scientific UV-Vis Spectrophotometer 

 

 The UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (model: FDU 8200 

Drawell) was used to measure the colloidal stability of 

the dispersions of nanolubricant. UV–vis 

spectrophotometer measures the absorption and the 

scattering of light by comparing the intensity of the 

light of the nanolubricant with the base lubricant as 

reference [15]. The absorption and dispersions in the 

nanolubricant or nanofluid generally measured in the 

range of 200-900 nm wavelength [16]. Figure 4 

depicted the absorbance value of 0.7 % volume 

concentration over wavelength. in general, 

nanosuspension stability is analyzed by measuring 

absorbance value versus the sediment time [17]. The 

absorbance for five different sonication times with 0.7 

% volume concentration will be observed in this 

experiment for over period of two weeks by referring 

to a single point of wavelength (313 nm) reflected to 

highest reading of absorbance value. 
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Figure 4 Absorbance value for 0.7 % vol. concentration of SiO2 
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3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Figure 5 shows the sedimentation photograph of 

SiO2/PAG nano-lubricant with five different 

ultrasonication time just after preparation and two 

weeks after preparation. Referring to the figure, the 

2.0S sample reflects to 2 hours sonication time show 

minimum sedimentation occurs after period of two 

weeks compared to other four samples.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

        (a)                                             (b) 

Figure 5 SiO2/PAG nanolubricant with 0.7 % volume 

concentrations for different sonication time (a) just after 

preparation (b) after two weeks 

 

The result of the visual sedimentation above is then 

been validated by using UV-Vis spectrophotometer 

data. Figure 6 depicted the absorbance ratio over 

sedimentation time in hours for five samples tested. The 

tendency of the absorbance over initial absorbance 

(absorbance ratio) as a function of sedimentation time 

is always downward. The graph clearly show that the 

2.0S sample was stable and absorbance ratio was 

above 75 % even after 336 hours (two weeks). 1.5S 

sample also show good sign of stability throughout 

experiment but in the end could not hold above 70 % 

absorbance ratio after 288 hours (day 12). Other 

samples show deterioration of absorbance ratio over 

sedimentation time and could not able to maintain the 

stability above 50 % in two weeks. It shows that the 

other samples had poor stability.  
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 Figure 6 Absorbance ratios for different sonication time versus 

Sedimentation time in hours 

4.0  CONCLUSION 
 

The effect of sonication time against stability of 

SiO2/PAG nanolubricant was been investigated in this 

study. It found that the colloidal stability of this 

nanolubricant became more stable when the 

sonication time was increased. The sonication of 2 

hours is sufficient for this experiments and no further 

sonication time is required since the stability is kept 

maintain above 75 % of the absorbance ratio over 

two weeks’ time.  
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

The study discussed the mechanical properties of hybrid composites. There are two types 

of hybrid composites were compared namely hybrid GFRP and hybrid GFRP-Kenaf. Hybrid 

GFRP was a combination of various types of fiber glass for examples 3D, woven, chopped 

whereas hybrid GFRP-Kenaf was embedded with natural fiber Kenaf. The hybrid GFRP and 

hybrid GFRP-Kenaf was fabricated via hand lay-up method using the two types of matrix; 

epoxy and polyester resins. Parameters evaluated were fibre arrangement and fibre 

orientation for two types of composite with two different matrix resins. The mechanical 

properties of 36 composites samples were conducted by Instron 3382 according to ASTM 

D-638-10a.  The physical property of nine samples was performed using water absorption 

according to ASTM D 570-99. These tests were carried out to determine the effect of 

mechanical and physical behaviour over the hybrid GFRP and hybrid GFRP-Kenaf. It was 

found that hybrid GFRP composite with polyester matrix at 90° orientation give the highest 

mechanical compared to the others. However by mixing up kenaf with hybrid GFRP it also 

increase the tensile strength and water absorption in second highest using 3 layer of 

arrangement. 

© 2016 ICET 2016. All rights reserved 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Composite is composed of two main components: the 

fiber as reinforcement and the matrix. Nevertheless, 

the combination of fiber and matrix makes for a tough 

material. Based on existing experience and 

knowledge of synthetic fiber composites, the 

mechanical behavior of plant fiber composites has 

been extensively characterized and analyzed. The 

trend in fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) composite and 

natural fiber purposely improved its high specific 

strength, low weight, low cost, good mechanical 

properties, and non-abrasive and corrosion resistance. 

Based on synthetic fiber reinforced plastic possess 

better properties, their cost of processing is quiet high, 

mainly due to the material cost of fiber. On the hand, 

the use of natural leads to cost reduction and light 

weight composite, though the mechanical properties 

of natural fiber composite are much lower as 

compared to the synthetic fiber composite [1]. 

Natural fibers are subdivided based on their 

origins, for example vegetable/plants, animals, or 

minerals. The use of natural fibers composites matrices 

is highly beneficial because the strength and 

toughness of the resulting composites are greater than 

those of the un-reinforced matrix. These fibers with high 

specific strength improve the mechanical properties of 

the polymer matrix.

The Kenaf whole stalk and outer bast fibers 

have many potential specific uses, including as paper, 

textile, and composite. The use of kenaf fibers is also of 

particular significance from the standpoint of 

environmental friendliness. Currently, various new 

applications for kenaf products are emerging, 

including those for paper products, building materials, 

absorbents, feed, and bedding for livestock [2]. 

Kenaf natural fiber reinforced plastics are light 

and easy to process. They can be used to replace 

glass-reinforced plastics in many cases. Kenaf 

compound panels have the mechanical and strength 

characteristics of glass –filled plastics. Besides, they are 
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less expensive and completely recyclable in many 

instances [3]. They can be used in the automotive 

industry, construction, housing, and food package 

industry. Table 1 summarizes the properties of the 

kenaf bast fiber. 

Table 1: Physical and mechanical properties of the 

kenaf stem fiber 

PROPERTIES UNITS KENAF FIBER 

DENSITY (g/cm3) 1.4 

WATER ABSORPTION % 1.05 

TENSILE STRENGTH (MPa) 930 

FLEXURAL STRENGTH (MPa) 98000 

SPECIFIC STRENGTH (KN.m/Kg) 61 

YOUNG’S MODULUS (MPa) 53000 

FLEXURAL MODULUS (MPa) 7300 

ELONGATION AT 

BREAK 

% 1.6 

FIBER LENGTH 

AVERAGE (RANGE) 

(mm) 2-6 

DIAMETER (μM) 17.7-21.9 

CELLULOSE (Wt%) 45-57 for bast 

37-49 for 

core 

HEMICELLULOSE (Wt%) 21.5 

LIGNIN (Wt%) 8-13 

MOISTURE CONTENT (Wt%) 4.1 

PECTIN (Wt%) 3-5 

Sources: (Beckermann 2007) [4], (Mohanty et al. 2005) 

[5], (Mokhtar et al. 2007) [6] and (Taj et al.2007) [7].

2.0 METHODOLOGY 

Fabrication processes of GFRP have undergone 

substantial evolution in recent years. Although the 

traditional hand lay-up process remains the process of 

choice for some applications, new developments in 

pultrusion, resin transfer moulding, vacuum infusion, 

sheet moulding compound, low temperature curing 

prepregs, and low pressure moulding compounds are 

taking the industry to new level of sophistication and 

are now being exploited in high technological areas 

[8]. 

 Right fabrication technique depends mostly 

on the properties of the resins; for example, lower 

viscosity resins have higher tendency to penetrate in 

clothing, thus suitable for open mould technique [9]. 

This current study will contribute to the mechanical 

and physical properties of hybrid GFRP which has 

varying layer of fiber types and arrangement. The 

main parameters such as fiber volume fraction and 

fiber arrangement in each layer were fabricated using 

open mould hand lay-up process. Testing involves 

tensile for mechanical studies but water absorption 

test for physical studies. 

Figure 1: Open mould filled up with fiber glass in hand 

lay-up process. 

ASTM D638-10a 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2: Testing dumbbell shape (a) ASTM D638-10 

type A and (b) hybrid GFRP. 

2.1. Materials. The main materials for the study are 

various types of fiber glass using polymer resins. There 

are several types of fiber glass and matrix used to 

fabricate hybrid GFRP and hybrid kenaf, which are the 

3D, woven, and chopped strand mat and grind kenaf 

(300µm). Polymer matrix used is polyester and epoxy 

resin with its hardener. 

Table 2: Hybrid arrangement of layer L1 – L5 

# L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 

L1 L2 L3 

1 A B C B A 

2 A Kenaf B 

3 Kenaf 

*3D (A), woven (B), and chopped (C).

Table 3: Natural fiber used 

Sample Fiber Number of 

Fiber 

glass 

Open 

mould 
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Layers 

1 Grind Kenaf 1 

2.2. Composition. The experiment was divided into 

three parameters according to hybrid GFRP and 

hybrid kenaf volume fraction, hybrid GFRP fiber 

arrangement and matrix use in this research. In varying 

the hybrid GFRP fiber arrangement, the fiber volume 

fraction was kept constant at 0.3. Six different fiber 

arrangements were identified and three specimens 

were tested using Instron machine and water 

absorption test. The arrangement of fiber was 

identified by varying different types of glass fiber with 

natural fiber in each layer as shown in Table 2. 

2.3. Single Type Fiber. A single type fiber means only 

one type of natural fiber was used at 0.5 volume 

fraction. This parameter acts as a standard and the 

fabrication was carried out by fill up space on open 

mould to the process. There are 1 types of single fiber 

used only, i.e. Grind kenaf (Table 3).  

2.4. Hand Lay-Up Process. Both glass fibers with natural 

fiber using polyester and epoxy hardeners weighed 

accordingly to its respective volume fraction. Polyester 

resin and epoxy resin with hardener were mixed well. 

The intensive observant was taken during stirring and 

mixing process to avoid formation of air bubbles. The 

air bubbles trapped in matrix resin may result in defect 

within the GFRP. Open mould aluminium alloy was 

fabricated by CNC machines (CNC 10-HVA). Glass 

fiber was placed in the mould followed by adequate 

layer of matrix resin and the process was repeated 

until the layers were completed (Figure 1). Each layer 

was properly rolled to ensure no air was entrapped 

within the layer. 

2.5. Tensile Test. Tensile testing determines most 

important mechanical properties of the material. It is 

the ability of material to withstand force pulling its part. 

Tensile properties were measured with Instron Machine 

3382. Crosshead speed was set to 5 mm/min and data 

was processed in computerized Blue Hill 3 software. 

There are two parameters varied, that is, volume 

fraction and hybrid arrangement, that were 

represented by three samples each. Hence, there 

were 36 dumb-bell shaped samples produced for the 

tensile testing in accordance to the ASTM D-638-10a as 

shown in Figure 2. 

Water absorption tests were conducted 

according to ASTM D 570-99. The Hybrid GFRP was cut 

into three rectangular shaped specimens with a 

dimension of 20mm × 20mm × 5 mm. The samples were 

dried at 150°C for 24 hours [10] to reach at the 

constant weight.  

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3: Hybrid structure between layers for (a) Hybrid 

GFRP structure (b) Hybrid GFRP and Kenaf structure. 

2.5. Hybrid Orientation. Hybrid orientation determines 

which orientation that supports strength of material 

that been produce. Orientation it’s also the ability of 

material to withstand force pulling its part and 

comparing to others. In this research, three orientation 

been used that is 0°, 30° and 90°. From this situation, 

comparing to selected orientation is suitable to 

determine which orientation that can withstand force.   

3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Hybrid Arrangement.  Hybrid GFRP and hybrid 

kenaf fiber arrangement is about varying layers of 

glass fiber and natural fiber in the composite as shown 

in Table 2. The systematic arrangement of the fiber 

can give high strength and stiffness to the composite. 

Hence, the suitable choice of fiber types in the 

arrangement layer (top, middle, and bottom) has to 

be determined rigorously. 

The tensile strength and Young’s modulus of all the 

three layers of hybrid fiber arrangement are shown in 

Figure 4. 

Void between 

layers 

1. Non void but 2.

little crack side on 

kenaf layer 

1 2 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4 : Mechanical properties of hybrid GFRP fiber 

arrangement. (a) Tensile strength of hybrid 

arrangement (b) Modulus Young of hybrid 

arrangement 

It had been discovered that the highest value of 

tensile strength is at 1333Pa obtained by arrangement 

of Hybrid GFRP. On the other hand, the lowest value is 

16.54Pa for arrangement Kenaf, whereas, the highest 

value of Young’s modulus is with arrangement Hybrid 

GFRP at 1047MPa and the lowest for arrangement 

Kenaf is at 6.36MPa. The Woven fiber glass type is more 

compatible to use at the second and fourth of the 

layers because its thickness is thicker than the others. 

The chopped fibers at the middle layer strengthen the 

composite by fiber pull-out and its random orientation 

produces an anisotropic behaviour. Woven layers can 

support other layers to obtain balance and strong 

structure [15] It can been proved that on Hybrid Kenaf 

which mix with layer of woven glass fiber on last layer, 

it support the second layer of kenaf that gives more 

strength on their hybrid structure. Woven gives solid 

and dense structure compared to the 3D and 

chopped type. The Young’s modulus trend was 

dissimilar to the results of tensile strength. However, the 

trend was not contradicted.  

3.2 Hybrid Orientation. Hybrid GFRP and hybrid kenaf 

fiber orientation is about varying orientation of glass 

fiber and natural fiber in the composite as shown in 

Table 4.  

# Orientation L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 

L1 L2 L3 

1 0° 

A B C B A 30° 

90° 

2 0° 

A Kenaf B 30° 

90° 

3 0° 

Kenaf 30° 

90° 

Table 4: Hybrid Orientation for each layer arrangement 

For this parameter, all sample based on orientation are 

been tested. Result for all sample are shown in figure . 

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 5: Orientation of each layer arrangement (a) 

Kenaf orientation (b) Hybrid Kenaf GFRP orientation (c) 

Hybrid GFRP orientation.  

Firstly, for tensile test strength at Kenaf Fiber it shows the 

highest is 185.6469MPa on polyester 90°. The result on 

epoxy resin for kenaf fiber orientation 30° is highest 

than epoxy kenaf fiber at 0° and 90°. Secondly, for 

tensile test strength at Hybrid Kenaf Fiber figure 5.5, it 

shows the highest is 555.2447MPa on polyester 90°. The 

result on epoxy resin for kenaf fiber orientation 0° is 

highest than epoxy at 30° and 90°. It shows that woven 

fabric contains waving point that brings about a 

concentration of energy, thus weakening the material 

[11]. The tensile strength of the hybrid composite is 

mainly depended on the breaking strain and modulus 

of the individual fibers [11]. Thirdly, for tensile test 

strength at Hybrid GFRP figure 5, it shows the highest is 

1548.7470MPa on polyester 90°. The result on epoxy 

resin for GFRP orientation 0° is highest than epoxy at 

30° and 90°. It’s proven on the statement based on 

previous data which include on that waving point that 

weakening the material.  

3.3 Water Absorption. One of the most important 

parameter effects on the mechanical properties and 

dimensional stability of the composites is the poor 

resistances of the fibers to water absorption. So based 

the tabulate result, the graph have been plot to 

compare which fiber with matrix are show the good 

properties. 

Figure 6: Comparison Water Absorption Both Hybrid 

So,firstly the graph figure 6 shows that Kenaf mix with 

matrix epoxy and polyester are highly percentage in 

water absorbing. It can be seen Kenaf mix with epoxy 

matrix had value 14% on water absorb on to the fiber. 

However Kenaf mix with polyester show result on 4.64% 

which all result from sample are given consistenly 

value. However, value of percentage of Hybrid Kenaf 

Polyester are actually nearby to Hybrid GFRP Polyester 

which is the has low percentage in water absorption. 

But all fiber by using epoxy are have high percentage 

in water absorption which is fiber using polyester resin is 

the best way to fabricate using hand lay-up method. 

On the other hand, woven has the best performance 

to avoid water absorption. This is due to the fact that 

woven structure has small amount of void or empty 

space when combined to natural fiber as illustrated in 

Figure 3(b). Furthermore, woven has compacted 

structure compared to 3D type [12]. 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

The mechanical properties of hybrid glass fiber and 

hybrid natural fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) was 

studied. There are three different types of materials, 

namely 3D, woven, and chopped fiber types, which 

were blended with themixture of polyester and epoxy 

with their hardener. The hybrid natural fiber was 

investigated by varying parameters which were 

volume fractions 0.5% for single fiber and 0.15% for mix 

with glass fiber, hybrid GFRP fiber arrangement and 

orientation of hybrid GFRP and hybrid Kenaf. The 

hybrid GFRP and hybrid Kenaf fiber was fabricated by 

hand lay-up process. Two types of tests were 

conducted such as tensile for strength and modulus 

and water absorption. Orientation of 90° hybrid GFRP 

are giving the highest result all on test conducted. The 

tensile strength of orientation is 1548MPa and modulus 

value is 1931MPa.The arrangement of 3D-woven-

chopped-woven-3D gives the highest strength of 

1333Pa on polyester resin but the second highest still 

on hybrid GFRP but on epoxy resin which result is 970Pa 

as well as the lowest water absorption of 2.5% 

compare to other layer arrangement. Among the 

single type of natural fiber, by mix it hybrid GFRP their 
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strength are increasing and their water absorption also 

reducing based on Figure 7 for Tensile Strength and 

Figure 8 for Comparison of Water Absorption Test.  
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 Abstract 
 

Mixed wood lamination is the combination of two or more layer from two or more different species to produce 

the furniture component. In this study, the species used are Khaya ivorensis and Oil Palm Trunk. The species are 

arranged alternately engaged for three and five layer using Poly Vinyl Acetate (PVAC) glue. The actual size for 

the both layer are 30mm x 30mm x 1000mm. The main purpose of this study is to determine the suitability mixed 

species lamination between Khaya ivorensis and oil palm trunk in different layer of lamination and the 

mechanical properties of Khaya ivorensis and oil palm trunk as a mixed species material. It is important to 

ensure either this two species suitable to be combined to become substitute material in furniture making. The 

sample was tested for mechanical properties which are bending and compression shear testing using British 

Standard (BS). According to the result of bending testing, three layer of lamination was more strength than the 

five layers for Modulus of Rupture (MOR). But it is become to vice versa for Modulus of Elasticity (MOE). Other 

than that, the result of compression shows slightly different between both layers but still the three layers has 

more strength than the five layers. The result was analysed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 

(SPSS). 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 
Solid wood is depleting due to deforestation. The 

disappearance of natural forests has forced many 

countries to develop artificial forest re-plantation. The 

selected timber trees are mostly from fast growing 

species for light use timber (Killman and Choon, 

1985). Wood lamination can be categorized as 

engineered wood product. Engineered wood 

product can be defined as reconstitute of wood 

(Smulski, 1997). Mixed species lamination is one of the 

alternative raw materials in furniture making. It is the 

bonding together of two or more layers of material or 

materials from two or more species.  

 

Mixed species lamination commonly used unpopular, 

fast growing or plantation species. The material 

chose usually for the species which are less density 
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compare than solid wood. The mixed species 

lamination can increase the strength of the materials 

due to the adhesive used for lamination. Sometimes, 

its strength is much better than the solid wood. 

 

The used of mixed species lamination is depend on 

the adhesive used and it thickness. It can be used as 

flooring, furniture making like cabinet, table top and 

also for structural like beam and etc. Besides, while 

doing this mixed species lamination it is also can 

helps in utilize wood waste. 

 

The main purpose of this study is to determine the 

mechanical properties of Khaya ivorensis and Oil 

Palm Trunk (OPT) as mixed species lamination 

material. Besides, it is also to compare the different 

mixed species lamination layer of the sample which 3 

layer and 5 layer. 

 

 

 

2.0  METHODOLOGY 
 

2.1 Raw Material Preparation 

The raw materials used for this study are Khaya 

ivorensis and Oil Palm Trunk (OPT). Both are 

plantation species. 

 

 
Figure 1: Flowchart of Mixed Species Lamination Process 

 

Figure 1 shows the flowchart of mixed species 

lamination process. First the raw material from the 

both species was chosen randomly from the different 

part and portion of the wood. The Khaya ivorensis is 

from 10 year old tree with the diameter breast height 

(DBH) 30 to 35cm. Moreover, the OPT used are from 

25 year old tree. The selected materials were dried 

until its moisture content reach below 12%.  

 

After that, it went to re-sawing, planning and ripping 

process. All the sawn timber will cut into the 

dimension of 70mm × 1000mm. Then, it proceeds to 

the ripping process to produced wood strips. For 

Khaya ivorensis, there are eight wood strips needed 

with the dimension 10mm × 70mm × 1000mm and 

another 12 strips was needed with the dimension of 

5mm × 70mm × 1000mm. But for OPT There are four 

strips needed for the size 10mm × 70mm × 1000mm 

and another eight strips needed for the size 8mm × 

70mm × 1000mm. All of the strips size was cut with the 

tolerance of ±5mm. 

 

After that, all wood strips was combined alternately 

between Khaya ivorensis and OPT for three and five 

layer. The adhesive used was Poly Vinyl Acetate 

(PVAC). It was applied by using roller. Then it goes to 

the clamping process for three days in a room 

temperature. After three days, the sample was goes 

through the planning and sanding processes to 

remove the excess glue. Besides it is also to straighten 

the edges of the sample and get the actual size of 

the sample which is 30mm × 70mm × 1000mm. 

 

2.2 Testing 

All the test method was done by using Universal Test 

Machine and the standard used are followed British 

Standard (BS). It is using In-House Test Method. 

 

2.2.1 Static Bending 

The standard used for static bending testing was 

according to BS 373: 2008. 

 

 
Figure 2: Bending Test Sample 

 

Figure 2 shows the bending test sample for mixed 

species lamination. The size of the test sample was 

30mm × 30mm × 360mm. The span used was 320mm 

with the speed 10mm/min. 

 

2.2.2 Compression Shear 

The standard used for compression shear testing was 

according to BS 373: 1957 (reconfirm 2008).  
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Figure 3: Compression Shear Test Sample 

 

Figure 3 shows the compression shear test sample of 

mixed species lamination. The size of the test sample 

was 30mm × 30mm × 30mm. The speed of the testing 

was 10mm/min. 

 

2.3 Experimental Design 

 

 
Figure 4: Experimental Design 

 

Figure 4 shows the experimental design of the study.  

 

 

 

3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

3.1 Properties of Mixed Species Lamination 

Between Khaya ivorensis and OPT 

 
Table 1: Mean Values 

Layer Density 

(Kg/m3) 

MOR 

(MPa) 

MOE 

(MPa) 

CS 

 (MPa) 

3 601.03 22.9956 1034.751 3.8275 

5 437.557 12.9238 1526.7130 2.4088 

Notes: MOR- Modulus of Rupture, MOE- Modulus of Elasticity, 

CS- Compression Shear,  MPa- Megapascal 

 
Table 1 shows the means values of density, 
MOR, MOE and compression shear of the 
lamination. The density shows the mixed 

species lamination of 3 layers was 
601.0300kg/m3 which higher than the 5 layer 
that only 437.5579kg/m3.  
 
Other than that, for static bending testing, the 
MOR of mixed species lamination of 3 layers 
was not slightly difference than 5 layers which 
are 22.9956MPa for layer 3 and 12.9238MPa. 
But the MOR of 3 layers still higher than 5 
layer. 
However, it became vice versa for MOE. Mixed 
species lamination of 5 Layers recorded the 
higher reading of 1526.7130Mpa compared to 3 
layers that only indicate 1526.7130MPa. It 
shows that 5 layers more flexible than 3 layer. 
 
But for compression shear, there is no slightly 
different between mixed species lamination 
from 3 layers and 5 layers. It is simply differ by 
1.417MPa where 3.8275MPa for 3 layers and 
2.4088MPa for 5 layers. It shows that the shear 
strength of both layer are quite same. 
 

3.2 Statistical Analysis 

 
Table 2: Independent T-Test Analysis 

SOV dF MOR MOE CS 

Layer 1 15.605** 0.42ns 1.368ns 

Notes: SOV-Source of Varience, dF- Degree of Freedom, ns - 

not significant (p>0.05), x - significant at (p<0.05), xx - highly 

significant at (p<0.01) 

 

Table 2 shows the summary of Independent T-Test 

Analysis for the both layers of lamination. The MOR 

result for the both 3 and 5 layers shows highly 

significant which is 15.605. Meanwhile, the MOE 

results indicate not significant which 0.42. Besides, for 

the compression shear, there is not significant shows 

on the result between the both 3 layers and 5 layers, 

which is 1.368. 

 

3.3 The Effects of Layers on the Mechanical 

Properties 
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Figure 5: Modulus of Rupture 

 
Figure 5 shows the effect of layer on mechanical 

properties of mixed species lamination. The layers 

consist of 3 and 5 layer. The MOR value of both layer 

was highly significant where the 3 layers shows the 

highest value, 22.9956MPa and 5 layers of lamination 

shows the lowest 12.9237MPa. The value of MOR 

expected decrease due to the decrease of the 

wood strips thickness for the lamination. The thickness 

of each layer of the lamination for 3 layer was 10mm 

for Khaya ivorensis and OPT but for 5 layer was 5mm 

for Khaya ivorensis and 7.5mm for OPT. According to 

Werren (1955), the MOR increase slightly with the 

increase of the thickness of each layer of lamination. 

Means by that, the more thickness of each layer, the 

more time taken for the lamination to break due to 

load applied.  

 

 
Figure 6: Modulus of Elasticity 

 

Figure 6 shows the effect of layer on mechanical 

properties of mixed species lamination. The MOR 

value of both layer was not significant which did not 

show much difference. The values of MOE shows vice 

versa than MOR where 5 layers of mixed species 

lamination shows the highest 1526.4631MPa compare 

than 3 layers shows the lowest 1034.7531MPa. Usually, 

thinner material has high degree of flexibility 

compare than the thicker one. It is expected that the 

thickness of the strips on 5 layer of lamination gives 

more flexibility for the lamination According to San 

and Paridah (2003), on their research of Bending 

Properties of Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL), 

strongly suggest that by using thinner veneer of layer, 

the lamination will exhibit high values of MOE 

compare to those thicker veneer in production of 

LVL. Besides it also gives higher mechanical 

performance. 

 

 
Figure 7: Compression Shear 

 

Figure 7 shows the effect of layer on mechanical 

properties of mixed species lamination. The value of 

compression shear for both layer are not significant. It 

is shows that for 3 and 5 layer the values are not 

comparable and not have slightly different. The 

graph above show the highest was 3 layers, 

3.8275MPa. Meanwhile, the 5 layers show the lowest, 

2.4088MPa. Most of the failure occurs on the glue 

line. It is expected due to the amount of glue and 

clamp used. San and Paridah (2003) also said on 

their study of LVL that the thinner veneer the more 

glue will used to laminate the veneer together. So, 

the 5 layer of lamination required more amount of 

glue applied on it to ensure all the layer stick 

together completely, Other than that, the used of 

the manual clamp cannot ensure the uniform 

pressure applied to all part of the lamination. 

According to Sinha (2012), the glue selection and 

preparation was important that affect the strength of 

lamination. 

 

 

4.0  CONCLUSION 
 

This study investigated the properties of the mixed 

species lamination from Khaya ivorensis and OPT in 

order to gain insight into the application in furniture 

industry. Based on the result the 3 layers of lamination 

performed very well strength wise when compared 

with the 5 layers of lamination. It is due to the 

thickness of the single layer of lamination and the 

total consumption of wood and OPT in the 

lamination. In addition, mixed species lamination 

actually can assist in enhance the value of wood 

that have defect. The beautiful surface only needed 

for the front and back of the lamination. Besides the 
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strength of the wood that has defects will be 

increase in the present of adhesive. 

 

As recommendation, this thesis should be taken as 

indicator on doing more research about mixed 

species lamination of others species especially 

plantation species in Malaysia. It is in order to 

substitute to the depleting of solid wood as raw 

material in furniture making. Further development 

work in this field of study is necessary. The 

determination of an improved method of extracting 

the right amount of wood from the OPT is very much 

needed. Besides, further research should be done to 

find the best ways to fully utilized the OPT to minimize 

the environmental burden to disposed all of the   

residual waste from the plantation sector. 
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Abstract 

The dust cloud generation occurring during the storing of bulk materials in free falls or at the impact on a stockpile can be a 

source of danger for health and safety. Proper design of control systems of fugitive dust requires understanding of the 

behavior of the free falling powder, which concern on the air entrain and the concentration of dust released. This paper 

presents a technical review on the research works using a free falling column of bulk solids to provide clear understanding of 

this phenomenon.  
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

Handling of powders, such as storing, conveying, 
filling and mixing induce airborne dust in ambient air. 
The efficient control of dust cloud generation in the 
workplace and storage equipments is an important 
issue for the industrialist due to the OH&S regulations, 
decreasing allowable emission levels, loss of material 
from spillage and dust emissions, risk of dust 
explosions when handling combustible solids, high 
cost for maintenance and clean-up, damage to 
process equipments, aesthetics, increasing pressure 
from the government and/or community and 
environmentally conscious from the society. Storage 
of bulk powder is a major stake for the industrialist 
since the dust cloud can generate in-situ. Filling 
process during storage will induced the powders to 
free falls by influence of gravity and generates the 
unsteady phenomenon due to the settlement fine 
particles in the storage equipments.  Normally, bulk 
solids will settle down onto the surface as they are 
filled due to the low vertical compression of the 
material in the storage equipments during top filling. 
Towards the bottom, the expansion of the core 

stream and the increment of void spaces will induce 
the surrounding air into the core stream. Thus, the 
mechanisms for dust cloud formation during filling 
process are by the dust release during the free-fall of 
the parent material due to fine particles generated 
from attrition and erosion of powders, and the falling 
stream impact on the heap ejecting the entrained 
air that causes dust re-suspension from the heap 
(Cooper and Arnold, 1995). This fugitive dust may 
remain suspended in air for long period due to the 
terminal velocity. The dust cloud could be reduced 
by controlling the dust concentration and 
turbulence, as well as reducing the height of the silo 
(Wypych et al., 2005).  

Routine processes in industries often correspond 
to fault or hazard, hence, in this context, the first 
factual hazard is associated with powder they 
handled and stored, while the second hazard 
ensuing from the process itself. Consequently, 
understanding the process hazard, particularly in 
storage facilities can raise the awareness and 
eventually reduce the dust cloud to generate.  In 
real practice, the turbulence flow responsible for the 
dust cloud from feeding activity is not analogous to 
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the natural conditions. There have been relatively 
few recent studies on gas-solid flow of bulk materials 
in industrial equipments (Ansart et al., 2009; Liu, 2003; 
Petavratzi et al., 2007; Wardjiman et al., 2009). 
However, the problematic of dust cloud generation 
during powders storage are still not fully understood 
in industry although the scientific knowledge, 
technical information from powder science 
(technology, process engineering, physico-chemistry 
and bio-chemistry), material science and 
sophisticated equipment are available (Cuq, 
Rondet, & Abecassis, 2011). This paper reviews some 
of the literature concerning on research works in 
investigating the dust cloud generation.  

2.0 DUST CLOUD GENERATION DURING 
FILLING PROCESS 

Controlling dust generation during filling process is 

extremely difficult. This is due to a bulk material is 

dropped under free-fall conditions to impact on a 

stockpile or other surface. The most important 

considerations are the volume of dusty air that should 

be removed from the equipment and the 

concentration of dust in air. As shown in Fig. 1, filling 

process induced the powders to free falls by 

influence of gravity and generates the unsteady 

phenomenon due to the settlement fine particles in 

the enclosures. 

Figure 1 Examples of dust cloud generation phenomena 

during filling process (Wypych et al., 2005) 

3.0 PREVIOUS WORKS ON DUST CLOUD 

GENERATION DURING FREE FALLING 

Early studies by Copper and Arnold (1995) examined 

built air entrainment and dust generation from a 

falling stream of bulk material. The stream of material 

is continuously flow into a container through a 

hopper and dust emission is prevented from 

escaping by extracting the air through second 

opening in the container (Fig 2). 

Figure 2 Dust control system (Copper and Arnold, 1995) 

Figure 3 Experimental arrangement (Copper and Arnold, 

1995) 

In order to ensure the mass flow rate of falling stream 

is constant, the double hopper arrangement was 

employed (Fig. 3). A 1.0 m square plane and 0.8 m 

tall with glass-sided enclosure is utilized for clear visual 

observation. The mass flow rate of powder is 

depends on the outlet diameter of the lower hopper. 

The height of stockpile is sustained to ensure a 

constant drop height during the experiment. A shelf is 
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placed in the observation chamber to measure the 

amount of air entrained in falling stream material. 

In another study, Copper et al (2001) performed an 

experimental investigation on measurement of 

induced air in free falling streams of particles. The 

experimental facility has double hopper 

arrangement for falling stream of bulk materials (Fig. 

4). The bottom of the hopper is flooded to provide 

constant mass flow rate of bulk solid. A 200mm orifice 

is used at the bottom of falling stream. 

Figure 4 Experimental rig by Copper et al. (2001) 

Wypych et al. (2005) performed experimental 

investigation on controlling dust emissions and 

explosion hazards in powder handling plants. Double-

feed hopper was assembled to ensure constant mass 

flow rate of powder during the experiment (Fig. 5). 

An adjustable frame was mounted at the hopper to 

vary the height. Cables are connected to three load 

cells to record mass flow rate. A shelf is located 

above the stockpile and the bulk material was 

dropped through a hole on shelf and air was 

extracted from underneath shelf. They also carried 

out an experiment for understanding the 

fundamentals of dust generation during hot solids 

handling processes by electrically heated the hopper 

in a sealed box. 

Ansart et al. (2009) examined dust emissions in 

powder handling by using the experimental facility as 

shown in Fig. 6. A stainless steel silo of 20 cm diameter 

and 60 cm height is used for characterization of free 

falling particle cloud. A pneumatic conveyer is 

located at the top of the silo. Conical perspex with 

semi angle 30° is used as the outlet of silo. The 

diameter of outlet are varies to produced different 

diameter of outlet are varies to produced different 

mass flowrate of powder and three mass sensors are 

attached to the silo to consistently weigh its content 

during discharge to determine the solid flow rate. An 

airflow rate sensor is placed on a vent at the top of 

the silo to measure the quantity of air entering to the 

hopper to replace the equivalent volume of flowing 

bulk material. An empty quasi-cubic box with size 

1m3 is being through down by particle stream flows 

from the silo outlet to obtain a free fall of particles. A 

horizontal plate with an orifice is placed in the box. 

The orifice size can be changed to separate the dust 

emitted during the free fall. The box is divided into 

two parts. To allow the dust cloud to expand freely in 

ambient air, two air vents are put on the top part of  

the box. 

Figure 5 Experimental apparatus for measurement of air 

entrainment Wypych et al. (2005). 

Figure 6 Experimental assemble by Ansart et al. (2009) 

Air vent is necessary to avoid pressure reduction by 

by entrained air since it could effects the shrinkage of 

falling stream. A pressure sensor is used to ensure the 

consistency of air pressure between the top of the 

test box and ambient surrounding. At the bottom 

part of the box, two air vents are located to avoid 

over pressure generated by particle impacting the 
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stockpiles. The box is attached on a adjustable 

height frame.  

Spraytec laser granulometer is used to assess the 

particle size distribution of particles in the falling 

stream and the dust cloud that generated at the top 

of this box. The Spraytec laser granulometer provides 

in situ analysis of volume concentration and size 

distribution from scattered light. PIV system (Fig. 7) is 

used to measure particle velocity by determining the 

particles displacement (Δx, Δy) in the flow over 

different time (100µs).  

Figure 7 PIV system used in Ansart et al. (2009) 

More recently, Rani et al. (2015) conducted an 
analysis of dust distribution in silo during axial filling 
using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). A gas–
solid flow in a cylindrical silo with a diameter of 1.6 m 
and height of 5 m, which was experimentally studied 
by Hauert and Vogl (1995), was considered in their 
work (Fig. 8). Cornstarch with the mean diameter of 
15 µm and the feeding concentration of 3 kg/m3 
from the top of the silo has been simulated following 
their experimental work. The feeding velocity is 23 
m/s through the 75 mm inner diameter of conveying 
pipe located at the center of silo and three exhaust 
air filters were mounted at the top of the silo.  

As a result, it was found that the dust cloud size 
was larger towards the bottom of the silo due to gas 
recirculation, particle re-suspension and re-dispersion. 
The highest dust concentration was found around 
the centre region of the silo and decreased closer to 
the wall. The highest dust concentration was 
observed at the bottom of the silo, but much lower at 
the top of the silo owing to the gravitational effect 
(Fig.9). The dust concentration decreases closer to 
the wall, which increase the likelihood for primary 
dust explosion. 

Figure 8 Cylindrical silo geometry with various axial 
positions by Rani et al. (2015) 

Figure 9 Dust distribution in silo with various axial positions 
by Rani et al. (2015) 

4.0  CONCLUSION 

Free fall of powder during storing operation can 

generate powder dispersion and dust cloud from re-

suspension and re-dispersion of powder and fine 

particles due to powder attrition. This phenomena 

corresponds to health problem, hygiene issue and 

dust explosion hazard in powder processing 

equipment. Indeed, the knowledge of powder 

science and technology is essential for better 

understanding of the dust cloud generation 

phenomena during powder handling and useful for 

designing the efficient filling process in industry. 
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